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Abstract
 Now that most scholarly and professional publication is electronic, costs of 
distribution are largely unrelated to volume of usage.   Thus the old subscription-based 
publication business model needs revision.  UC libraries and many others are demanding 
action to reduce the cost of library acquisitions.  Open Access is an obvious choice.
 Many authors prefer that there should be no charge for access to published 
research.  This is possible if the up-front costs of peer review, editorial work, electronic 
indexing and archiving, etc. are covered via authors fees.  (Fees range from $500 to 
$3000.)
 PLoS One (http://www.plosone.org/static/authors.action) is a spectacularly 
successful non-profit open-access electronic journal based on author fees.  It directly 
challenges the grip of the for-profit subscription-based publishers Nature, Elsevier, and 
Science in the life sciences, and is expanding into other fields of science and engineering.
 Non-profit publishers IEEE, ACM, Usenix, now dominate in EECS publishing.  Where 
are they on the path to open access?  Or are they candidates for replacement?
That is the focus for our brief presentations, followed by questions and discussion.
 Dave Hodges is the current IEEE VP for Publications.  David Wagner is an advocate 
for open access within the ACM.
 For the UCB statement, see:  http://escholarship.org/uc/item/5mn01269
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